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Health Care Beliefs and Practices in the Chinese-American Culture            The

first Chinese immigrants started coming to the UnitedStates in the mid-

1800s and was considered the first of two waves that cameover. 

The second wave came during the 1970s and continues onto today. In 2016, 

it was estimated that there are nearly 2. 3 million Chinese immigrants here 

inthe United States compared to the 384, 00 people in 1980 (Zong, 2017).  

Many of the Chinese immigrants came to theUnited States for one of two 

reasons; to get rich and send money back tofamilies in China, and to get 

away from Britian’s control due to the loss inbattle to them in 1842 during 

the Opium War (Luo, 2005). Zong (2017) found thatthe Chinese immigration 

was confined to mainly California and New York and theimmigration numbers

seem to continue to be growing. 

Cultural PhenomenaEnvironmental ControlSpector(2013) states that 

environmental control “ plays extremely important role in waypatients 

respond to health-related experiences, including the ways in whichthey 

define health and illness and seek and use health care resources andsocial 

supports.” When asked how he would describe health, my interviewee 

saidthat it has to do with the harmony within him. This holds true to 

manyChinese-Americans who believe that health is considered good when 

they arephysically and spiritually in harmony with nature. This can be 

determined by” hot” and “ cold” properties of many different foods or 

substances. TraditionalChinese medicine takes on a holistic view of the body 

and is a form of medicinethat is still used in healthcare today (Wertz, 2016). 

Traditional Chinesemedicine mainly focuses on the forces of yin and yang to 

determine balancewithin the body. When there is disharmony between these
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two forces theindividual can experience illness. Another form of Traditional 

Chinese medicineis the Zang Fu theory, which has to do with the organs of 

the body and theircolors. 

It is based on the theory that your body is made up of five solidorgans, 

considered the zang, and five empty organs, considered the fu, and whena 

person is healthy, their organs will look bright and shiny (Spector, 2013). 

Biological Variations            Asian Americans tend to have a smaller bone 

structurebiologically compared to other cultural groups. Environmental 

health is aconcern for many individuals who suffer from digestive diseases 

and cancers dueto contaminated water (Kan, 2009). Uncontrolled 

hypertension is more likely to affect Chinese-Americansthan Caucasians and 

is one of the largest health disparities within thiscultural group (Chen & Hu, 

2014). Other biological variations includedcoccidioidomycosis, lactose 

intolerance, and thalassemia. In my interview Ilearned that it is important to 

keep the balance between hot and cold foods. This means temperature-wise.

The interviewee gave a specific example statingthat his parents would never

drink ice water because they believed it wouldmake them sick. 

They frequently would drink hot tea instead. Social OrganizationFamilyis 

huge factor in the social organization of the Chinese culture. This is 

ahierarchical structure and when dealing with a family it is best to try 

toinvolve the oldest male in decision-making (N. a. 

, 2013).  The Chinese culture is mainly focused onnuclear family with an 

important tie to extended family. In my interview, Ilearned that festivals 

were the main religious customs and two of these that heshared were the 
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moon and spring festival that basically were family gatheringcelebrations. 

CommunicationTheChinese culture has 3 main languages. These include 

Mandarin, the officiallanguage of China, Wu, and Cantonese. These 

languages contain dialects that canbe different depending on the region the 

individual is from (N. a., 2013). 

Whengreeting a Chinese-American it is important to remember that the use 

of firstnames is not proper and they should be greeted as Mr. or Mrs. and 

their lastname. When encountering a Chinese-American individual it is 

important torecognize that avoidance of eye contact is a sign of respect, 

especially whenin the presence of a physician or another authority figure 

(Brolley, E., Tu, A., Wong, E., 2007). 

Some Chinese-American individuals may feel as thoughasking questions 

would be perceived as disrespectful, in which cases, silencewould be 

considered respectful. This could also be a result of their shy naturewhen 

they are in unfamiliar situations and environments (N. a., 2013). 

SpacePersonalspace refers to people’s behavior and attitudes toward the 

space and aroundthem (Spector, 2013). 

One nonverbal to pay close attention to is when aChinese-American patient 

is in pain they will not always tell the physician orfamily members so being 

aware of their body language and non-verbal cues isvery important (N. a., 

2013). When it comes to distances, Chinese-Americans tendto be mainly 

non-contact people so it is best to keep a respectful distance. Time 

orientation Whenconducting the interview, I learned that Chinese-Americans 

are verypresent-oriented, especially when it comes to the realm of 
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healthcare. When aChinese-American is in the hospital it is not uncommon 

for many family membersto visit and visit often. This can be supported by 

the importance that theyplace on families in their culture. Chinese-

Americans are not always worriedabout being on time. 

In fact, they are very present-oriented and do not set upappointments in 

China. My interviewee shared this information with me and addedthat this 

was one thing that he found a little frustrating here in the UnitedStates. In 

China, if you are ill you just go to the hospital and wait for yournumber to be 

called. He said that it was timely and easy, not compared to theUnited States

where you call for an appointment and it could be 2-3 days beforeyou are 

even able to see anyone. He said this was frustrating because by thattime he

would usually not be sick anymore. Religious Beliefs and Practices            

Spiritual influences play a major role in not only thehealth of an individual 

but also in the daily life of an individual in theChinese culture. Some of the 

common forms of spirituality are Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism. 

In my interview it wasmentioned that he did not believe that Chinese-

Americans were very religiousbut relied more on spiritual forces, such as yin 

and yang mentioned earlier. Specific Health Traditions for Maintaining, 

Protecting, and RestoringHealthDaily nutrition is a common practice to stay 

healthy andmaintain health in Chinese culture (Ma, 2015). In my interview I 

asked whatwere some ways my interviewee kept his health up and he said 

that he alwayseats breakfast because it is the most important meal of the 

day and it ispertinent to having a healthy start to every day.  Another way 

that traditional Chinese peoplemaintain their health is by making charms or 

amulets that will ward off evilspirits. Acupuncture is a popular Chinese 
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method for restoring health and amethod that is commonly practiced here in

the United States. 

Moxibustion is amethod to restore the balance of yin and yang, along with 

cupping, bleeding, and massage, Tui Na, “ pushing and pulling” (Spector, 

2013). Herbal remedies arealso used to restore health in the Chinese culture.

Chinese-Americans Current Use of the American Health Care 

SystemAlthough language andhealth care barriers are obvious downfalls to 

the current use for health carein Chinese Americans, one of the other major 

detriments to Chinese-Americanshealth is the lack of family health history. 

Chen, et. al. 

(2016) conducted astudy that found that many Chinese-Americans did not 

obtain this family healthhistory and therefore struggle when dealing with 

disease detection andprevention. Chinese Americans do find some of the 

testing in Western Medicine abit too much and especially dislike the practice 
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